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“Unless we put Medical Freedom into the Constitution, the time will come when medicine will
organize into an undercover dictatorship. To restrict the art of healing to one class of men and deny
equal privileges to others will constitute the bastille of medical science. All such laws are un-American
and despotic… The Constitution should make special provisions for Medical Freedom."
- Dr. Benjamin Rush, Signer of The Declaration of Independence in 1776
"Our whole practical government is grounded in mob psychology and the Boobus Americanus will
follow any command that promises to make him safer.” - H. L. Mencken
"Risk cannot be extinguished, it can only be transferred. By distorting markets to create an
illusion of low-risk stability, the Federal Reserve has transferred this fatal supernova of
risk to the entire financial system." - Charles Hugh Smith Blog
"One day the character of this market will change, and when it does it will happen suddenly, and
when it does, participants will find themselves severely psychologically unprepared."
- Sven Henrich, Northman Trader Contrarian Blog
"Boiling points in politics, business, and popular culture are often exceeded with seemingly
little advanced notice. Then a revolution explodes the status quo out of existence. Not until
later is it apparent that the pot was simmering for many years before the eruption"
M N Gordon, Economic Prism Blog
"When the wicked rule, the people groan...." (Proverbs 29:2)
September Greetings to All,
I'm back with some urgent matters to share with you. The news cycle has become almost impossible
to manage anymore, and I'm struggling. But I want to briefly address our irrational centrally-planned
Fed economy and the concomitant "wealth inequality" being experienced in our nation today. But
the larger concern is a growing medical tyranny that is being forced upon our entire world! This is a
wicked plandemic, and the so-called vaccines dangers are extremely harmful. Please bear with me
as I share this important information, and I'll have some concluding thoughts for your consideration.
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Irrational Stock Markets & Wealth Inequality!

I think the above chart is all you need to know about rigged capital markets in America. Seriously,
dear readers. I have been belaboring this issue all through the Trump Maga Cult mania and now the
Third-Biden-Obama administration. See that pattern since 2009? Nothing but risk, moral hazard and
trusting in the "Fed Put" status quo. Is this sustainable? NO. And I provide this important quote:
"At this moment in history, the plan of most market participants is to place their
full faith and trust in the status quo's ability to keep asset prices lofting ever higher,
essentially forever. In other words, the vast majority of punters are convinced they will
never suffer the indignity of getting punched in the mouth by a market crash. What makes
this confidence so interesting is massively distorted markets always end the
same way: crisis, crash and collapse. The core dynamic here is distorted markets provide
false feedback and misleading information which then lead to participants making catastrophically
misguided decisions. Investment decisions made on poor information will also be poor,
leading participants to end up poor.......to their very great surprise."

Is a "very great surprise" coming soon? You bet it is. But you won't hear this from your broker,
financial adviser or complacent neighbors. Not a chance. Why is this? Some refer to this as the
Recency Bias (you can look that up). Stock buybacks (above) caused the 1929 Crash, and were
banned in 1934, but restored in 1982, and thus we keep seeing new "records" in the broad stock market
index below. The above quote, is from Charles Hugh Smith and he adds that the current market
casino created by the Fed is now "...the perfection of moral hazard." This will end badly.
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Moving on to other financial metrics that reveal massive distortions, I submit the following charts.
On the left, we have the S&P 500 "Everything Bubble" that transcends all previous bubbles, and is at
extreme levels of over-valuations. On the right, we have the classic "Buffet Indicator" at all-time new
extreme highs. In other words, the market cap for stock speculation is now a staggering 235% to our
national GDP! Folks, in normal times this would be around 60-70%. I hope you get my point here.

What enables this Wall Street Casino? Besides stock buybacks, they also rig this with "margin
debt" and analyst Lance Roberts provides this word of caution: "While margin debt provides the fuel
to support the bullish speculation, it is also the accelerant for the reversal when it occurs." When does
"the accelerant" occur? When the greater-fool-theory runs its course! But for now, as Smith adds, "In
this perfection of moral hazard, punters [ignorant retail clients] consider it entirely rational to increase
extremely risky speculative bets because the Federal Reserve will never let markets decline. Given
the abundant evidence behind this assumption, it would be irrational not to ramp up crazy-risky
speculative bets to the maximum because losses are now impossible thanks to the Fed’s implicit
promise to never let markets drop." In financial circles they call this the "Fed Put" and punters have
no idea....but the wealthy class sure do! They love the Fed, because their easy credit [money printing]
has created the obscene wealth inequality that we see in these United States! The rich get richer.

Is this a good thing? Most certainly not. As covered in my book, our Founding Fathers despised the
evil banksters; but today they control the monetary system. If you have time, watch this interview
with David Stockman below. It is a fine summary of our current risk environment that dates back to
our 50-year anniversary when Nixon decoupled our US dollar from gold in 1971 (at 13 minute mark):

David Stockman Interview: The Reset and Crash of Epic Proportions
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In addition to this video clip above, I would also recommend this important interview with George
Gammon and his guest Simon Mikhailovich who fled the old Soviet Union in 1979, with his warning
that the US is following the same path to a system of rampant moral hazard, bribes, payoffs, rigged
markets, central planning, plunder, greed and eventual collapse......watch it all at THIS LINK.
For more on the fatal implications of what Nixon's Treasury Department did in 1971, I suggest this
LINK for some insight, and THIS LINK for a brief comment, and THIS LINK to a PBS program on
"The Power of the Fed." A stunning expose......and HERE is Peter Schiff's rebuttal!! Great!

So what are the implications of our irrationally central-planned Fed economy and the concomitant
wealth inequality? As seen above, since 2015, millions of Americans are working in the part-time
household "gig economy" vs normal employment. Even worse, THIS survey in July indicates that 72
million are living paycheck-to-paycheck, and fully 52% of our labor force would be broke in just six
months!! I mean, talk about a "wealth gap" (my preferred term) and social unrest coming!

In a recent post, blogger MN Gordon summed up the conditions that we are facing as a society. As a
result of the "Fed Put status quo," we have nothing but stagflation in our future - a period of low
wages, high inflation and high unemployment. He notes that this has been coming for many years, and
he concludes with these words about the current boiling points that we can all sense coming:
"Boiling points in politics, business, and popular culture are often exceeded with seemingly little
advanced notice. Then, in short order, a revolution explodes the status quo out of
existence. Not until later is it apparent that the pot was simmering for many years – or decades
before the eruption.... The U.S. economy, and by extension the world economy, has reached a
boiling point. You can see it. You can feel it. You can hear it. You can smell it. You can taste it..."
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“All Communist Parties, upon attaining power, have become completely merciless. But at the
stage before they achieve power, it is necessary for them to use many disguises.”
— Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Russian Dissident, Warning to the West (1986)
The boiling points are now here, and we have to be serious people. Solzehenitsyn is a name very
few know today. Like Edward Snowden, he exposed the Soviet KGB Deep State and won the Noble
Prize in Literature in 1968. In 1974, he published The Gulag Archipelago, that documented the Soviet
prison system. He was arrested and tortured in the Soviet prison system for eight years for "treason"
and then published his final book - Warning to the West. You can find his book at THIS LINK.
His warning from 35 years ago has now come to pass. The Democrats now represent the Communist
Party in the US, and they are full of many disguises and fronts to destroy our country. We are divided
over race, gender, politics, class warfare and daily dose of "cultural wokism" that is amplified in the
social media echo chambers. As I noted in my July newsletter, corporate media and Silicon Valley
have produced a toxic Group Think and cancel culture with far more influence that previous times. A
recent study finds that smartphones have increased by 460% in the past decade with 73% spending
more than four hours on their apps. Journalism has become pure propaganda pushing narratives and
radical agendas with 24/7 repetition (The Illusory Truth Effect). That is what makes our times so
dangerous - ideas have consequences! Blogger Bruce Abramson recently noted this trend:
"The radical left hollowed out our institutions and took them over—first academia,
then the media, then the civil service, K-12 education, the professional organizations,
Silicon Valley, and Wall Street. In 2021, even corporate America is more interested in being
woke than in maximizing profits. Social media was the final blow. Social media made
incremental outrageousness the dominant incentive system driving American society.
Viral posts invariably move one step beyond yesterday’s outrage—familiar enough to seem
plausible, but still pushing forward in the approved direction. The conventional wisdom
dominating American culture is dangerously divorced from reality."

Things are dangerously divorced from reality these days. One writer has
made a list of traits among the woke crowd - they are mostly atheists, nihilists,
angry, dysfunctional, dishonest, conflicted and full of anxiety. These are the
"useful idiots" that Lenin referred to. In his new book The Woke Supremacy,
Evan Sayet exposes their radical ideologies with great insight (150 pages). He
is a former comedian and social critic who has worked inside Hollywood
(around David Letterman, Bill Maher, etc), and notes the death of comedy in the
supremacy of wokism. Can you imagine how "triggered" people would be if
Don Rickles was still around? How about George Carlin? He would have
endless material to eviscerate and demolish the irrationality of our times, and
nothing says "irrational" more than the global plandemic and fear porn today!
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Global Plandemic & Growing Vaccine Dangers

In our humorless times, we are served a steady stream of statistics, fear and disinformation from our
medical tyrants, technocrats, politicos and world leaders about Covid-19 and their experimental socalled vaccines! As I have covered for months, our government and Big Pharma have rushed their
new mRNA synthetic-spike-protein-gene-therapy upon the fearful masses with an Emergency Use
Authorization (EUA), and the woke amplification of their "safe and effective" vaccines. This is not
a vaccine at all, and the drug pushers even admit it on their websites. Moderna has never produced a
real vaccine, and is basically a marketing firm. Moderna stands for "modifying our RNA." The term
mRNA means "messenger" RNA. What are they messaging? Anything they want. Shockingly, they
even refer to this as a software operating system like a computer! Think I'm kidding? Here is a
quote from their own website as follows: "Recognizing the broad potential of mRNA science, we set
out to create an mRNA technology platform that functions very much like an operating system on a
computer. It is designed so that it can plug and play interchangeably with different programs. In our
case, the program or app is our mRNA drug - the unique mRNA sequence that codes for a protein."
You can read the full text at THIS LINK and below is an illustration from their own web link:

Moderna (and all the others) have recognized "the broad potential of mRNA science." What does that
mean? The potential for huge profits...$$$ "We are leveraging the flexibility afforded by our platform
and the fundamental role mRNA plays in protein synthesis" says the Moderna marketing firm, "to
pursue mRNA medicines for a broad spectrum of diseases." Get that? Big Pharma is excited about
the broad potential to advance this genome experimentation into things like cancer and all other
afflictions of mankind. Where does this end? Who knows? For now, the majority still believe that
we have a legitimate "vaccine" (just like we took as little kids in the 1950s), but this is not the case. In
the following one-hour interview with Dr. Martin he fully articulates how this mRNA will operate as
an operating system in your body with very bad outcomes (more on that later). Take time to watch.

Dr. David E. Martin Canadian Interview: This is Not A Vaccine!
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We are told repeatedly in the MSM that these shots are "safe and effective," right? Wrong! The
Pfizer jab is known to contain graphene oxide that is very toxic, and you can watch Dr. Jane Ruby
explain what this means at THIS LINK. Big Pharma loves to use incomprehensible words to describe
their "products" - consider that Pfizer contains; “lipids ((4-hydroxybutyl)azanediyl)bis(hexane-6,1diyl)bis(2-hexyldecanoate), 2-[(polyethylene glycol)-2000]-N,N-ditetradecylacetamide, 1,2-distearoylsn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, and cholesterol), potassium chloride, monobasic potassium phosphate,
sodium chloride, dibasic sodium phosphate dihydrate, and sucrose.” Got to have that sucrose. What is
this "secret sauce" as Ty Bollinger calls it? Check out HIS LINK for the shocking details!
But the FDA just approved the Pfizer shot right? Wrong! They approved Pfizer's partner BioNTech
in Europe and call it Comirnaty. In a treacherous deception, the media implies that the Pfizer shot is
approved, but it is still being issued under EAU in the US (and has absolutely no liability). You can
read Pat Wood's comment HERE, or Mike Adams HERE and Greg Hunter video clip Right HERE.
See how this works? Lie, confuse, deceive...and do considerable harm to people. Think I'm kidding?
The most common danger is blood clots - please look at THIS graphic blood smear (at 3 min mark)! It
should be noted this is from the Moderna mRNA shot! Below is one of the most compassionate and
articulate explanations of the blood clot dangers I have ever heard - it is 40-minutes long:

Dr. Charles Hoffe: No Informed Consent of Vaccine Dangers!
He is sharing from his heart above. In THIS SHORT CLIP he provides a visual of the blood clot
dangers.....oh my. This really is a crime against humanity. My older brother took the J&J jab (known
for blood clots). He recently was found dead from blood clots...I will share more in my conclusion.
An old Soviet doctor reveals that they were developing mRNA as a bioweapon back in 1980, and this
is a violation of the 1975 Biological Weapons Treaty. HERE is his comment: "This is why it is
important to understand that under this treaty gene-splicing and DNA manipulation used in the recent
Covid-19 mRNA vaccines is illegal. All mRNA vaccine makers are in violation of this Biological
Weapons Treaty, and getting away with it... mRNA vaccines do not carry real pathogens, and works by
'tricking' the body into thinking it is under attack with a real virus. The body becomes like a computer,
and is instructed to develop the pathogenic proteins itself, 'reprogramming' the human body to produce
its own antibodies." Folks, this is getting really scary. And now they want to come to your door?

"They're killing people. Look, the only pandemic we have is among the unvaccinated. And they're
killing people," - Sleepy Joe Biden and his evil Press Secretary Jen Psaki (7/16/21)
This really is getting surreal. Some technocrats on CNN are insisting "it is time to start mandating
vaccines." They want to use FEMA "surge teams" to go door-to-door like Mormon missionaries! In
THIS document they provide "helpful hints" to overcome "vaccine hesitancy" among the sheeple.
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As Sleepy Joe likes to often say, "here's the deal." Well, here is the deal. Way back in 1776, one of
our Founding Fathers (Dr. Ben Rush) warned that "the time will come when medicine will organize
into an undercover dictatorship" and "the Constitution should make special provisions for medical
freedom." I mean, how prescient were our noble countrymen? A special provision would have been
good, but we have the Bill of Rights (as in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 10th), and what we need is knowledge and
resolve to push back against the woke crowd and medial tyrants! On September 9th, Biden issued an
EO mandating vaccines for federal employees and the private sector (the very definition of fascism). I
predict it won't be long before we start seeing protests like Australia and other countries.
Let me state this again - the new mRNA synthetic-spike-protein-gene-therapy is not a vaccine! A
normal vaccine would be cultured from the actual Covid-19 bioweapon. But THIS PAGE from the
CDC states that "...mRNA vaccines do not use the live virus that causes COVID-19." Thus, it is NOT
a vaccine. From the above link the CDC states, "The benefit of mRNA vaccines, like all vaccines, is
those vaccinated gain this protection without ever having to risk the serious consequences of getting
sick with COVID-19." Once you are jabbed you won't get sick with Covid-19 again? False. Earlier
this month Israel (the most jabbed country in the world) released A STUDY showing that vaccinated
people are 13-times more likely to get sick again with Covid-19! Put another way, you are 13-times
better off to have natural immunity than the jab! In Israel, 90% of the hospital patients are those who
got the shot! Zerohedge declares - The Debate is Over - natural immunity is better than the shots from
Big Pharma. And they wonder why the plebes have "vaccine hesitancy" in America? Here is a chart
why people don't trust the so-called vaccine and the so-called science....side effects should be 99%!

Think the shot is safe and effective? I implore you to listen to THIS ICU nurse daring to tell her
own experience - this is very chilling (14-minutes). She relates that those with so-called Delta have
all been vaccinated (like Israel). Another nurse in Texas shares that it is the vaccinated who are the
most sick now at THIS LINK. Stew Peters interviewed these brave nurses, and many others like
them - he has short daily video updates on Bitchute, and you should bookmark his site at THIS LINK.
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I'm sorry to load you up with so many video clips. We are all busy people, but I "cherry pick" the
best ones each month and they are worth your attention. You might want to watch THIS 15-minute
clip on how they are scaring us with "the variants" that are demonizing the unvaccinated, and how this
is a spiritual battle between good and evil. As Tyler Durden reports, "The bad news is that after
Delta, there are Epsilon and 19 other letters of the Greek alphabet, which will enable the circuitous
cycle of misinformation, fear, panic, and control to continue...if this wave of fear-mongering fizzles,
there are still plenty of other letters in the Greek alphabet that can be used to provoke paranoia." The
medical tyrants are purposely confusing and using coercion to force their mandates! What aver happen
to My body, My choice, right? "There's no such thing as freedom of choice," says David Hume,
"unless there's freedom to refuse." And people have good reason to refuse as we shall see. A couple
of months ago, Sam Feist, CNN Senior Vice-President said "This is the point of carrot vs. stick, and
the carrot is no longer going to work." How's that for following "the science" for the masses? Below
are actual statistics that you will never hear in the media - and this is already two months old!

These figures are only from Europe! In the US, the CDC maintains the "voluntary" Vaccine Adverse
Event Reporting System (VAERS) at THIS LINK. The numbers are similar. For a little background,
total VAERS vaccine deaths in 2018 was a mere 22 and 27 in 2019 before the plandemic. As of
September 10, VAERS deaths are 14,925 and 1,520,000 adverse reactions - LINK. Please keep in
mind that in 1957 during the Swine Flu rollout a mere 29 people died and they halted the vaccine!!
And today there is still a 99% survival rate and natural immunity is far better than this experimental
jab from Big Pharma. In the past 20 months there have been only 20 deaths among 2.2 million
military personnel, but the government is making in mandatory to take the jab! Something is terribly
wrong with all of this. This is beyond maddening and violation of human rights, it is criminal.
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And it gets much worse. According to a Harvard report previously submitted to the Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality revealed that fewer than one percent of adverse events get reported
to VAERS. That is correct. Doctors do not take any time to report to the CDC, and I'm sure the CDC
likes it that way. The CDC operates 11 VAERS systems in the US. According to THIS whistleblower
just one reporting location had 45,000 deaths and has been covered-up, and this attorney has filed a
lawsuit against the CDC for lying. So how big are the actual numbers? According to data from the
EU, US and UK there are currently 38,488 deaths and a whopping 6.3 million adverse reactions!! It
is now estimated that these numbers should be ten-times higher, or 384,880 deaths and 60 million
adverse reactions.....are you getting a sense of the criminality and depopulation agenda at work here?

VIDEO CLIPS: 1,000 Covid-19 Adverse Reaction Stories
Above is a link to view some personal stories from victims if you the time. I mean, how long can they
suppress all of these adverse reactions? Another nurse on Stew Peters explains the Harvard study
and how this is ALL about massive profits for the modern sorcerers - LINK HERE. And who is the
leading wizard, technocrat and charlatan? None other than Lord Fauci! I have pre-ordered this new
book by Kennedy, and THIS LINK shares the damning background for the book and the career of
this evil psychopath "...who has led the crusade to suppress functional remedies like Ivermectin and
hydroxychloroquine which could have avoided 80% of the deaths and hospitalizations from COVID19 and ended the pandemic overnight." And below is an old quote regarding the holy face diaper.

Big Pharma hates Ivermectin and other treatments. In a recent interview on CNN, Farci was asked
about the superior natural immunity report out of Israel (p. 8), and he had NO answer! Watch THIS
ONE-MINUTE CLIP. What a liar! Ivermectin is an effective treatment for Covid-19, and is FDAapproved (1996) with over 4 BILLION doses and only...28 adverse reactions! In a 3-minute clip from
our man Stew Peters, THIS hospital administrator explains why they suppress Ivermectin...yep, $$$.
I leave you with this very important 24-minute clip that can save your life, and I'll comment below:

VIDEO: The History and Story of Ivermectin and Covid-19
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I hope and pray that you watch the above history of Ivermectin. This is the best expose of why
they suppress proven low-cost, non-toxic remedies....and always promote Remdesivir. If you watch
any of the ICU nurse videos above, they will tell you that their hospital will only allow for protocols
to use Remdisivir. It's the Big Pharma favorite for the plandemic since it costs $3,000 a dose, as
compared a few bucks for Ivermectin. Gilead is the producer and has ties to globalists and support
for Fauci's NIH operation. In the video clip above (at 22-min) you can see that, last year India
adopted Ivermectin and took their daily deaths down to ZERO! There is NO good reason for pushing
experimental drugs, except to enrich the medical-pharmaceutical-healthcare-complex and their paid
shills. The CDC stands for "Covid Death Cult" and they are all in violation of the 1947 Nuremberg
Code that expressly forbids using experimental drugs without informed consent. A generation ago, H.
L. Mencken said, "Our whole practical government is grounded in mob psychology and the Boobus
Americanus will follow any command that promises to make him safer.” They are using fear to push
their hidden agendas and Boobus Americanus is falling for it! This is from Libertarian Doug Casey:
"Telling people that they’re going to get sick and die, endangering their loved ones,
is a powerful motivator to get them to do as they’re told. Still, COVID is 90% hysteria.
If someone is old, obese, or sick, they might want to isolate themselves, but it’s insane
to lock down the whole planet to unsuccessfully safeguard a few people in danger.
And, it’s equally insane for everyone to take risky vaccines against a non-threat.... I’m
afraid it’s all leading toward a many-tentacled Police State."

A many-tentacled Police State. I will have much more to say about this in my next newsletter. I will
also be exposing the Fraudulent PCR Test that medical tyrants are using to promote hysteria (I had
too much material for this NL). As a sample, RIGHT HERE is study done by clinical scientists and
immunologist-virologists at seven (7) universities that challenged 1,500 "positive" tests for Covid-19,
and ALL of them revealed normal influenza A. They are suing the CDC for "massive fraud." Read it.

16-Minute Illustrative Video For Those Considering the Vaccine
I want to leave you with the above animated video. This is a fine overview of all I have shared in this
current newsletter. Share it with others. Ty Bollinger has great info on Ivermectin HERE, and he has
a website dedicated to vaccine knowledge and treatments at THIS LINK. I also want to mention the
Front Line Covid-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCA) at THIS LINK. Why? These are people who
really care about you. They have alternative protocols for prevention and intervention. These are the
good guys. Are you at risk of losing your job for not taking the jab? You can find employment HERE.
Do you need legal representation to keep your job? Check THIS out. It is time for some serious push
back like they are doing in other countries. Pat Wood wrote the Foreword for my book. I urge you to
join his growing movement to expose the lies and fraud of this medical tyranny at this link:

Patrick Wood: Citizens For Free Speech. A Nation of Defenders
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"One day the character of this market will change, and when it does it will happen suddenly, and
when it does, participants will find themselves severely psychologically unprepared."
- Sven Henrich, Northman Trader Contrarian Blog
Moving on to precious metals, I want to conclude with some perspective. The entire world is in a
huge speculative bubble induced by global central banks. As I have noted, Wall Street is one big
casino that has created a dangerous cultural wealth gap and this plandemic is only stoking the boiling
points. As Henrich warns above, there is coming a day when the rigged capital markets will "change"
and most will be very unprepared for what follows. As Warren Buffet likes to say when the tide goes
out we'll see who is swimming naked. It's in this environment, says Swiss money manager Matthew
Piepenberg, that gold protects from market volatility, recession and inflation/currency risk. But we
see gold (and silver) trading flat for the past several months...even years...why is this? I can tell you as
a dealer in gold and silver, the demand, premiums and delivery times are extremely robust. The real
issue, says Matthew, is that the banksters are rigging the "price" of gold because "they are terrified of
gold's rise for no other reason than it embarrasses currencies (and mad monetary experiments) falling
deeper into discredit." Read his excellent overview at THIS LINK. For my regular subscribers, they
understand that the evil banksters are desperate to maintain their fiat fractional reserve debt-based
system as long as they can, but they know that the end is near. Why do think central banks have been
net buyers of gold since 2010? And, of course, they would like to hedge themselves in gold at a lower
"price" as Piepenberg adds, "Stated simply, a handful of sketchy banks just manipulated the gold price
down so they could buy it on sale rather than on high." And why are the banksters doing this? As I
addressed in my July newsletter, the BIS Basel III Accord went into effect at the end of June, and
this is a mandate among the banksters to raise gold to a risk-free Tier 1 Asset to achieve a Net Stable
Funding Ratio (NSFR). Monetary historian Alasdair Macleod provides this comment below:
"The task set for the Basel III Accord was to de-risk the global banking system, with a
significant danger detected in uneven derivative positions. When the Basel III Accord
was being formulated, uppermost in regulators’ minds would have been the failure of
AIG and the potential domino effect on the global banking system. What would have
concerned the Basel Committee was the possibility that a deteriorating derivative position in the
future could recur, and large corporate deposits flee from affected banks in search of safety. Clearly,
the issue of systemic risk demanded separate treatment for derivative positions, and it is this
that, among other funding issues, the net stable funding ratio addresses (NSFR)."
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Folks, the Basel III Accord is trying to "de-risk the global banking system" - Really? Good luck with
that one! These are the same evil banksters who have set the world up for a financial reckoning day,
and yes they are evil. "For the love of money is the root of all sorts of evil" (1 Tim. 6:10). Just look at
this plandemic and the "potential for huge profits" (p. 6). What's really at stake here is a realization by
the banksters that demand for gold (and silver) is so great that they are running out of any physical to
meet their demand for delivery in both London (LBMA) and New York (COMEX). As a blogger for
Wall St. Bets put it, "It all signifies a physical bullion shortage brewing underneath the London and
COMEX gold derivatives market's window dressings." You bet it does! And this is the FIRST TIME
that both NY and London are facing physical delivery defaults, and perhaps very soon! Veteran gold
trader and London whistleblower Andrew Maguire, says that Basel III "...will give the banks a few
more months to reduce their gold derivatives business" and "this will push the price of gold up." How
high can the new price for gold be? Many suggest $20-30k/oz, and I think this is very likely and
perhaps even much more. At some point, people will be fleeing the paper monetary/financial system
into the safety of gold, but watch out for the alligators (the aforementioned financial advisers, brokers
and bankers - p.2). They will do everything they can to keep you fully invested in their accounts and
portfolios. Addressing the Basel III Accord back in June, Chris Powell of www.GATA.org said that
this coming "big change in gold pricing" will be like when the London Gold Pool failed in 1968 (the
scheme to control gold pricing) because of "the exhaustion of the supply of the REAL metal" and that
this coming failure (to deliver) will re-price gold and "put gold into a framework" for a new monetary
system - see LINK HERE. I think this is a reference to the IMF-sponsored Special Drawing Rights
(SDR) with a gold-backing to replace the US dollar as the world's reserve currency. I write about this
in my book, and you can learn more about the Basel III Accord at THIS link and THIS link.

So, what about silver in all of this? Well, I am glad you asked. One thing is very clear about the
fake "price" for silver for the past 10 years - the evil banksters at JP Morgan do NOT want you to buy
silver at any price! They are suppressing the price of silver for the same reasons they suppress gold.
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What I am I saying here? Just as I've said in this newsletter, we have "rigged capital markets in
America" and the most concentrated is in gold, and even more so in silver. Silver is tiny market
(maybe $30 billion), but it is still a monetary metal (the poor man's gold), and the most likely to default
soon, and these banksters are trying to maintain the status quo. In the case of JP Morgan, they are at
the center of all silver manipulations known as "spoofing" to suppress the fake "price" of silver. JP
Morgan has repeatedly paid fines, and silver analyst Craig Hemke provides this comment below:

JP Morgan has been manipulating silver like this since 2008. Can this continue? Hemke concludes,
"I can assure you that it WILL NOT." He adds, "Instead, a moment will come when the overstretched
fraud of the derivative markets will snap. When this happens, it will be recalled in the same manner
that Hemingway once described bankruptcy—the current pricing scheme will fail 'gradually and then
suddenly.' Those who continue to plan for this inevitable event will find themselves rewarded and,
most importantly, protected when it finally occurs." Read his full comment RIGHT HERE.
It is highly significant that JP Morgan has now accumulated the largest physical silver hoard in
history since 2011 - they now have over a billion ounces of silver according to Ted Butler! Butler
has been covering this beat longer than anyone I know, and here is his recent quote on silver:
"Truth be told, I consider silver to be much more of a sure thing today than ever
before. Imagining sharply higher prices is as easy as falling off a log, and I am hardpressed to imagine significantly lower prices under almost any future conditions...
Should the big shorts refrain from adding shorts and stop their outright cheating, as I expect, then
we are talking about a whole new price world for silver. Freed from the shackles of price
suppression by the 4 big COMEX shorts this whole new price world should feature gains almost
beyond belief. One of the great unintended consequences of our brave new financial world of
previously unimaginably high prices for stocks, cryptocurrencies and real estate is that it smooths
the way for shockingly higher silver prices. So let there be no mistake in my current outlook
for silver prices – pick an impossibly high price and then double or triple it."

You can find read more at THIS LINK. JP Morgan is spoofing silver to buy it on the cheap. Simple
as that. And that is why we should be buying silver on the cheap in these very risky times. For more
from Butler on silver, I invite you to listen to THIS VIDEO on the coming silver explosion.
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For silver investors, I know this has been extremely frustrating. They say that all manipulations
do eventually fail, and this seems imminent. "Gold and silver will rise," says Piepenberg, "but don't
expect a straight line or zero discomfort and volatility." And we are in for major market volatility and
discomfort that sometimes keeps me awake at night. In a recent short clip, Mike Maloney gave ten
reasons why he bets his life on "triple-digit silver" and you just might want to see THIS ONE!! And I
have a final comment about silver from analyst Dave Kranzer that will sum things up for us. He notes
how the London Gold Pool failed back in 1968, because they ran out of physical gold, that exposed
their paper markets, and Nixon had to decouple gold from the US dollar in 1971. He then says:
"I’ve learned over the last 20 years to refrain from putting out price projections over
specific timelines. But eventually the markets in general will shed the denial that inflation is
anything other than 'transitory' and the precious metals will experience massive capital inflows as
an investment mechanism to preserve wealth as fiat currency devalues toward zero. As such, I am
highly confident that six months to a year from now gold, silver and the mining stocks
will be significantly higher. Moreover, some mining stocks have the to potential to
provide lifestyle-changing wealth appreciation."

And that is the perspective that I want to leave you with. Precious metals (and mining shares) will
provide huge wealth appreciation, and for a graphic illustration you should SEE THIS LINK.

16-Minute Illustrative Video For Those Considering the Vaccine
In conclusion, we see that most markets are rigged and most everything is divorced
from reality. Gold and silver seem like a "sure thing" in this reckless environment,
and you can contact me below at IDP. You can listen to a recent podcast I did if
you click my photo. I also encourage you to share the above video with friends
and family! The plandemic is pure evil and they are using fear to kill people, like
my brother who had no informed consent! This violates the Nuremberg Code and
it is leading to the "mark of the beast" (Rev. 13) - LINK. There are known cures for
the bioweapon virus; but our greatest need is to seek the cure for "the sin virus" that affects all of
humanity and is 100% fatal. There is no need to fear death if we are trusting Jesus as our only cure
for sin "...in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness of sins" (Col. 1:14). "For there is no other
Name...by which we must be saved" (Acts 4:12). And I would invite you to click THIS LINK from
my website that explains the need for faith in these uncertain times, and I trust you will do that.

Until Next Time, Your Messenger from Pinetop
www.idpconsultinggroup.com

FAIR USE NOTICE: This newsletter contains copyrighted material the use of which has not always been
specifically authorized by the copyright owner. We are making such material available in our efforts to advance
better understanding of geopolitics, macroeconomics and metals markets. We believe this constitutes a ‘fair
use’ of any such copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of the US Copyright Law. In accordance
with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, the material in this monthly newsletter is distributed for educational purposes.
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